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ABSTRACT
Sea salt aerosol in the boundary layer below shallow cumulus clouds is remotely observed with a Ka-band
cloud radar at the Barbados Cloud Observatory and is detected in 76% of the measurements over 1 year.
Carried by convection, sea salt particles with a diameter larger than 500 nm show an upward motion of
0.2 m s21 below shallow cumulus clouds for a 2-day case study. Caused by an increasing relative humidity with
increasing altitude, the sea salt particles become larger as they move closer to the cloud base. By using
combined measurements of a Ka-band cloud radar and a Raman lidar, the retrieved equivolumetric diameter
of the hygroscopically grown sea salt particles is found to be between 6 and 11 mm with a total number
concentration of 20 cm23 near cloud base. Assuming a fixed shape parameter, a size distribution of sea salt
particles under high-relative-humidity conditions below cloud base is estimated and agrees with measurements taken by a dry-deposition sampler and online aerosol observations. The methods outlined in this paper
can be used in future studies to get a better understanding of the vertical and temporal sea salt distribution in
the boundary layer and sea salt aerosol–cloud interaction processes.

1. Introduction
Sea salt particles (dry and wet) are, next to mineral
dust, the largest source of aerosol in the atmosphere
(Satheesh and Moorthy 2005; O’Dowd and de Leeuw
2007) with a global flux of approximately 1–3 3
1016 g yr21 (Erickson and Duce 1988). These common
particles play an important role in Earth’s radiation
budget independently (Satheesh and Lubin 2003;
Takemura et al. 2002) and through their influence on
clouds. Furthermore, they serve as surfaces for heterogeneous chemical reactions (Quinn et al. 2015),
thereby also affecting chemical cycles. Despite their
potential importance to a range of processes, it has
proven difficult to qualitatively constrain the role of
sea salt in the climate system, in part because of the
difficulty of characterizing its prevalence over the
marine boundary layer.
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Above the ocean, sea salt particles are always present,
in amounts that depend strongly on the wind speed at
the ocean surface, the sea surface temperature (Jaeglé
et al. 2011), and the sea state. For wind speeds higher
than 4 m s21, whitecap formation at the ocean surface
occurs and leads to a bubble-bursting process, which
produces film and jet drops between ;0.05 and ;32 mm
in dry diameter (Woodcock 1952; O’Dowd and de
Leeuw 2007; Levin and Cotton 2009; Jensen and
Nugent 2017). Nevertheless, the amount of sea salt
particles in the atmosphere is also influenced by other
factors, including precipitation, cloud processes, and
mixing with the free troposphere.
Due to their high hygroscopicity, sea salt particles
vary in size by a relative volume factor of up to 2.5 under
different humidity conditions (Ault et al. 2013; Estillore
et al. 2017), which makes them effective in interactions
with water vapor and clouds. Therefore, sea salt particles in the atmosphere act as cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) with a very high efficiency (Levin and Cotton
2009), and it is necessary to characterize the size and
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concentration of sea salt particles near cloud base to get a
better understanding of their interaction with clouds.
By comparing the number of droplets in cumulus
clouds over the sea with the number of CCN in the
subcloud layer, Woodcock (1952) showed that sea salt
particles may be important for rain formation processes.
This agrees well with measurements from the Cloud,
Aerosol, Radiation and Turbulence in the Trade Wind
Regime over Barbados (CARRIBA) campaign, where
Wex et al. (2016) speculate that sea salt, especially giant
sea salt particles, could influence the formation of precipitation processes. The effect of giant CCN on the
droplet size distribution and warm rain initiation is discussed in more detail by Johnson (1982), Rudich et al.
(2002), and Posselt and Lohmann (2008) and largely
motivated the Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO)
field campaign (Rauber et al. 2007).
The interaction between sea salt aerosol and clouds is
mainly observed by using aircraft-based in situ measurements. Remote sensing measurements of marine
aerosol in the atmosphere are challenging because lidar
instruments cannot directly differentiate between sea
salt and other particles, and cloud radar instruments are
usually not sensitive enough.
To study marine aerosol and their interaction with
clouds, the island of Barbados provides a representative environment. It is located in the trade wind region
of the Atlantic Ocean, approximately 150 km east
of the islands that form the eastern boarder of the
Caribbean Sea. The observed clouds in the vicinity of
Barbados are representative of clouds across the trade
wind regions (Stevens et al. 2016; Medeiros and Nuijens
2016). In this paper, we demonstrate that we can remotely sense marine aerosol at a cloud observatory located at Barbados to (i) quantify the presence of large
sea salt particles in the boundary layer below shallow
cumulus clouds and to (ii) estimate a sea salt size distribution in the subcloud layer by using a retrieval algorithm. These methods will be applicable for future
studies to better understand the aerosol–cloud interaction and the dynamical structure of sea salt particles in the tropical subcloud layer.

2. The Barbados Cloud Observatory
The Barbados Cloud Observatory (BCO) is located on
the windward coast of Barbados (Deebles Point; 13.168N,
59.438W) and is well situated to observe the air masses
carried by the trade winds over the Atlantic Ocean
(Stevens et al. 2016). Since 2010, the instruments have
sampled the seasonal migration of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) above this marine background
site. Next to standard meteorological measurements
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(measuring, e.g., temperature, humidity, pressure, wind,
rain rate, solar irradiance at 1–10-s intervals), the key
instruments for this study are introduced in the following
subsections.

a. Ka-band cloud radar
The radar at the BCO (Fig. 1) is a 35.5-GHz (Ka band)
polarized Doppler cloud radar with a sensitivity
of 248 dBZ at an altitude of 5 km and 270 dBZ at an
altitude of 500 m. The radar has a range gating of 31.18 m
and measures at ranges between 156 and 25 972 m. It
is operated in a zenith-staring mode, so that range
gating effectively measures distance in the vertical.
An unusually large antenna endows it with a narrow
beamwidth of 0.38 3 0.38. The radar uses the Doppler
technique with an FFT of 256 samples, giving it
a Doppler resolution of ,0.02 m s 21 between 210
and 110 m s 21 . Following the procedures given in
Görsdorf et al. (2015), with a pulsed magnetron and a
co- and a cross-polarization receiver, the radar is able
to provide the linear depolarization ratio (LDR),
which is used for a target classification based on their
shape (cloud droplets, insects, etc.). Data processing
and radar calibration are also done by following
Görsdorf et al. (2015), which leads to an uncertainty
of 1.3 dB for the radar reflectivity measurements.

b. Raman lidar
The multichannel Raman lidar is used to routinely
profile clouds, aerosol properties, and the temperature
and humidity profiles in the atmosphere. A neodymiumdoped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) 10-Hz laser
with three wavelengths (355, 532, and 1064 nm) serves
as a light source. Three telescopes with different ranges
of overlap and different apertures are implemented to
measure in the far range (overlap at 3000 m), in the
near range (overlap at 1000 m), and in the close range
(overlap at 200 m). The measured parameters are particle backscatter as well as attenuated backscatter and
extinction at wavelengths of 532 and 355 nm. Based on
counting statistics, uncertainty in extinction measurements is estimated to be less than 10%. Furthermore,
the Raman lidar is able to measure the volume and
particle depolarization ratios at 532 nm.

c. Wind lidar
A Streamline Pro Doppler lidar from HALO Photonics measures the vertical air motion below the cloud
base. It is mounted on the roof of the radar container
(Fig. 1) and measures vertical velocities up to 620 m s21
at altitudes between 50 and ;1000 m with an accuracy of ,20 cm21 for a signal-to-noise ratio of 217 dB.
The implemented laser has a pulse rate of 15 kHz, a
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FIG. 1. The 35.5-GHz (Ka band) polarized Doppler cloud radar,
located at the BCO. The container walls act as a clutter fence for
the 2-m-diameter antenna dish. A wind lidar is mounted on the
right side of the roof.

wavelength of 1500 nm, and a typical divergence of less
than 0.1 mrad (O’Connor et al. 2010). To get adequate
statistics of the fluctuations in the atmosphere, the
temporal resolution is 1.3 s.

d. Aerosol measurements at Ragged Point
At the Ragged Point research station (Prospero and
Mayol-Bracero 2013; Prospero et al. 2014), 400 m
north of the BCO across a small bay (Fig. 2 in Stevens
et al. 2016), an optical particle sizer (OPS; model
EDM 180, Grimm Aerosol Technik GmbH und Co.
KG, Ainring, Germany) measures the particle number and mass size distribution in the size range of
0.25–32 mm (optical particle diameter). The OPS illuminates single particles by means of a laser diode
(660 nm); the detected scattered light is proportional
to the particle size. The instrument is calibrated with
spherical latex particles, a standard procedure allowing
reasonable well particle sizing for atmospheric aerosol
particles. The aerosol has been dried by using a Nafion
dryer to keep the relative humidity below 40%.
The OPS is hosted by an outdoor housing at the
foundation of a 17-m-high measurement tower, whose
base is itself 30 m above ground. The used aerosol inlet
line is similar as that used by Wex et al. (2016). The
aerosol enters the aerosol inlet at the top of the tower
and is transported through a 9-m-long inlet tube (0.2-m
diameter) under laminar flow conditions (200 L min21)
toward an isokinetic split that provides an aerosol flow
(1.2 L min21) to the OPS. The housing is located at a
horizontal distance of only 2 m compared to the inlet
on top of the tower, which is to minimize losses from
sedimentation.
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Individual particles are also sampled using a flat-platetype dry-deposition sampler (Ott and Peters 2008) on
carbon adhesive at ambient conditions. The sampler is
modified so that the collection surface in the lower-plate
center is level with the lower plate, allowing for an undisturbed airflow between the plates. Sample collection
time is approximately 24 h (1311 UTC 14 August–
1234 UTC 15 August 2016). The collected particles are
analyzed by automated scanning electron microscopy
with X-ray fluorescence analysis, yielding particle size
and chemical composition for each particle (Kandler
et al. 2011). Deposition rates were calculated from the
number of particles, the analyzed area, and the sampling
time. Based on the chemical composition, particles were
classified into insoluble and soluble (or partly soluble)
particles, that is, particles likely to have a spherical
shape under ambient composition (Kandler et al. 2011).

3. Observations
Examining the high-sensitivity measurements from
the improved Ka-band cloud radar reveals a weak radar
reflectivity signal (between 250 and 265 dBZ) near the
top of the subcloud mixing layer, often below the cloud
bases. We will show that this weak signal represents sea
salt particles, which are presumable from bubble bursting at an agitated sea surface. The usually high-humidity
conditions through the subcloud layer around Barbados
(.75%) make it easy for the sea salt particles to absorb
water and grow hygroscopically with increasing altitude.
In the following we will present two case studies to introduce the weak radar reflectivity signal of hygroscopically grown sea salt particles and their vertical
motion inside the boundary layer. A statistical approach
will demonstrate that this phenomenon occurs in threequarters of the measurements and correlates well with
the near-surface observed particle number concentration and the near-surface observed horizontal wind
speed, which is besides sea surface temperature and sea
state an indicator for the amount of sea salt particles in
the atmosphere.

a. Case study 1: 9 March 2017
Prior to July 2018, the Ka-band cloud radar has been
set up to measure with a 10-s interval. Here, to better
resolve the Doppler signal, we analyze a 90-min period from 9 March 2017, where the radar was configured with a 1-s integration time. As previous work
(Acquistapace et al. 2017) has suggested, measurements with at least 2-s resolution are required to resolve the Doppler spectrum. This day is exemplary
for typical days on Barbados, because shallow cumulus clouds, including the underlying weak radar
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FIG. 2. (a) Doppler velocity measurements of the Ka-band cloud radar with a temporal resolution of 1 Hz on 9 Mar 2017. Clouds
are marked in gray, and the color-coded scale indicates the Doppler velocity inside the haze echoes. Doppler velocities between 20.25 and 10.25 m s21 are removed. (b) Mean radar reflectivity of the three time periods marked in (a). (c) Mean reflectivityweighted Doppler velocity profiles. (d) Vertical velocity, averaged over all three time periods, measured by the Ka-band cloud
radar and the wind lidar.

reflectivity signals, are present. Figure 2a shows 11 min
of radar measurements from this day. Reflectivity
signals .250 dBZ are marked as cloud (gray) and the
color-coded scale indicates the vertical Doppler velocity
of the weak radar reflectivity signals (250 to 265 dBZ).
Cloud-base height is taken as the lowest range gate
with a signal .250 dBZ for each cloud period. That a
threshold of 250 dBZ is appropriate to distinguish between clouds and the weak radar reflectivity signal below is confirmed by comparisons with surface-based
estimates of the lifting condensation level and a ceilometer, which operates at 905-nm wavelength and reports the aerosol backscatter along with the optical
cloud-base height.
Measurements of vertical air velocity, which coincide
with the weak radar reflectivity signal, give information
as to its origin. Downward motion indicates precipitation and the particle’s origin inside the clouds, whereas

upward motion indicates an origin in the subcloud layer.
Most of the time, the vertical velocities show an upward
motion between 0 and 1.75 m s21 (updraft speed minus
sedimentation speed). Downward motions between
0 and 21.5 m s21 are visible at the cloud edges (e.g.,
1510:20, 1511:00, and 1518:00 UTC) and around
1513:00 UTC. The prevailing upward motion at the location of the weak radar reflectivity signals below the
cloud base seems to trace circulations, which were studied
by LeMone and Pennell (1976) and described as ‘‘cloud
roots,’’ that is, the trace of the boundary layer thermals
upon which clouds form. Inside the cloud roots from
LeMone and Pennell (1976), the upward motion showed
velocities up to 0.35 m s21. In our study, although the
upward motion in Fig. 2a bears analogy with the cloud
roots, the weak radar reflectivity signals point to a different phenomenon, because they indicate the presence
of particles (assumingly hygroscopically grown sea salt
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FIG. 3. Satellite images of the Meteosat RGB Air Mass Product by NOAA’s National Hurricane Center show the development of a
cloud system at different times. Barbados is marked by the yellow square, and the colors indicate the humidity of the air masses (red 5 dry
tropical air, green 5 moist tropical air, blue 5 midlatitude air).

particles), which are carried upward by air motion
(i.e., cloud roots). To be able to distinguish them from
cloud roots, and because the observed weak radar
reflectivity signals sometimes look like a haze forming
in the subcloud layer, we denote the weak radar reflectivity signals as ‘‘haze echoes’’ in the following.
Similar to the cloud roots, these features are not visible to the naked eye when below-cloud radar echoes
are observed.
Vertical profiles of the haze echoes are calculated by
averaging over time the reflectivity (Fig. 2b) and the
reflectivity weighted Doppler velocity (Fig. 2c) for three
different time periods, marked in Fig. 2a. For all three
time periods, the mean reflectivity increases with increasing altitude toward the cloud base, which means
that particles inside the haze echoes increase in size,
assuming that the particle number concentration stays
constant. Inside the cloud, the mean reflectivity increases further until it reaches a maximum, which is
located in the upper part of each cloud (around 200 m
above the cloud base for periods 1 and 2). The shapes of
the mean weighted velocity profiles in Fig. 2c show
mainly an upward motion. This indicates that the haze
echoes occur mostly with updrafts.
To identify if other particles than hygroscopically
grown sea salt show an upward motion as well, Fig. 2d
shows the mean Doppler velocity from the radar in
comparison to the mean Doppler velocity measured by
the wind lidar. Both lines show the average of all three
time periods. The gap between both profiles might be
caused by the different detection methods of the instruments, for example, different fields of view. Even
though the measurement principles and the detectable
size ranges are different, both instruments show an upward motion inside the haze echoes, which indicates
a surface origin of these particles and it supports the

theory that sea salt particles injected from the sea
surface cause this phenomenon. Considering only the
measurements from the Ka-band radar, the mean upward velocity is approximately 0.2 m s21 in this case
study.

b. Case study 2: 13 and 14 August 2016
The previous subsection introduces the weak radar
reflectivity signal below shallow cumulus clouds, which
is denoted as haze echoes. This subsection shows the
temporal evolution of the haze echoes under changing
atmospheric conditions and uses the Raman lidar to test
and refute the hypothesis that the signal is caused by a
radar artifact.
On 13 August 2016, a deep convective cloud system
developed approximately 600 km southeast of Barbados
(Fig. 3a). Embedded in the tropical easterlies, it moved
toward Barbados and reached the BCO around midnight (Fig. 3b). During 14 August 2016, more convective
clouds systems developed near Barbados (Fig. 3c) and
the island was under the influence of different types of
clouds the entire day.
Figure 4a shows the radar reflectivity factor measured
by the Ka-band radar for both 13 and 14 August 2016.
On 13 August 2016, the radar detects shallow cumulus
clouds distributed over the whole day. The occurrence
of the incoming convective cloud system is visible at
0100 UTC 14 August 2016, starting with some precipitation. During the rest of the day, the haze echoes
with a weak radar reflectivity signal (250 to 265 dBZ)
are present below the cloud base.
To demonstrate the dominance of the haze echoes
more clearly, Fig. 4b shows a cloud mask applied to the
radar data. This mask separates clouds (radar reflectivity
factor .250 dBZ and positive vertical velocity), precipitation (radar reflectivity factor .250 dBZ and negative
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FIG. 4. Time series of measurements from 13 and 14 Aug 2016 at the BCO. (a) Ka-band cloud radar reflectivity,
(b) cloud mask applied to the radar data, (c) particle backscatter from the Raman lidar, and (d) particle linear
depolarization ratio from the Raman lidar.

vertical velocity), and the haze echoes (radar reflectivity
factor ,250 dBZ).
Without considering data other than the radar reflectivity factor, these haze echoes could be anything (e.g.,
insects, aerosol, instrumental artifacts). To exclude the
possibility that the haze echoes are artifacts caused by the
radar instrument itself (e.g., Bragg scattering), we consult
other measurements like the particle backscatter from
the Raman lidar in Fig. 4c. On 14 August 2016, a higher
particle backscatter is also visible below the cloud base
than on 13 August 2016. This agrees well with the radar
reflectivity signal (Fig. 4a) and demonstrates that the haze
echoes are not only observable with the Ka-band cloud
radar, which refutes the hypothesis that the haze echoes
are caused by an instrumental artifact, for instance from a
Bragg scattered signal.
To get information about the shape of the particles
that form the haze echoes, the lidar particle linear depolarization ratio is given in Fig. 4d. The reddish color
indicates a dust layer with aspherical particles above the
clouds and a lidar particle linear depolarization ratio
between 21.0 and 20.4. However, spherical particles
like cloud droplets appear with a lidar particle linear
depolarization ratio between 21.9 and 21.3. The regions where the haze echoes occur show values in the
same range, which indicates that these particles have a
more spherical shape.

Haze echoes with a radar reflectivity signal between 250 and 265 dBZ are detectable by the Ka-band
radar, these collocate with Raman-lidar signals with
elected backscatter, but relatively small lidar particle
linear depolarization signals, suggestive of a more
spherical shape, so that the haze echoes coincide with
elevated nondust backscatter signals, as one would expect from a sea salt source.
The occurrence of a haze echo in the Ka-band radar
measurements is not a rare phenomenon. To estimate
how often and how intensely a haze echo appears, we
created a unitless haze-echo occurrence indicator. This
indicator adopts values of one or zero for every measurement interval for altitudes up to 780 m (20 range
gates) and counts the amount of range gates with radar reflectivity signals between 250 and 265 dBZ.
Figure 5a shows this haze-echo occurrence parameter
for 13 and 14 August 2016, which are typical examples
for days with a low and a high haze-echo occurrence,
respectively. After looking at different days, we
identified that a haze-echo occurrence threshold of 4
is a good proxy to discriminate between high and low
intensities.
To analyze under which circumstances the haze echoes develop and what controls their intensity, it is important to consider other atmospheric parameters. For
this reason, the temperature in combination with the
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FIG. 5. (a) Calculated haze-echo occurrence, (b) temperature (dashed line) and the relative
humidity (solid line), (c) horizontal wind speed, and (d) the OPS measurements for a particle
diameter larger than 500 nm for 13 and 14 Aug 2016.

relative humidity and the wind speed are shown in
Figs. 5b and 5c, respectively. The temperature follows a
diurnal cycle with a maximum around 1700 UTC (1300
local time) on both days. A sudden drop in the temperature is visible at 0100 UTC 14 August 2016, which
corresponds with the incipient precipitation. At the
same time the surface relative humidity increases from
75% to 87%. In general, the relative humidity at the
surface is about 70% for 84% of the time, which is
typical for the maritime tropics (Stevens et al. 2016).
During the transition from 13 to 14 August 2016, the
wind speed (see Fig. 5c) increases from around 4 to
around 8 m s21. This change in wind speed is associated
with the incoming convective disturbance (see Fig. 3).
Figure 5d shows particle number concentrations for
particles larger than 500 nm. There is a substantial covariability between the number concentration of this
particle size fraction and the haze-echo occurrence
(Fig. 5a), indicative of correlation. This leads to the assumption that particles, larger than 500 nm, are involved
in the development process of the haze echoes and it
supports the sea salt hypothesis. Even if smaller sea salt
particles are not associated with the haze echoes, they
are also present in this region. A method to estimate the

concentration of these smaller sea salt particles in the
haze-echo region is proposed in section 4b.

c. Statistical signature of haze echoes
When only considering the 2-day dataset a clear
correlation between meteorological instruments (wind,
temperature, humidity) is hard to establish; however,
the picture changes when looking at longer time scales.
For this reason, we extended the analysis by using
measurements for a year, from 1 July 2016 to 30 June
2017. Due to various instrument problems, only 313 days
with data are available. For every available day, temperature, relative humidity, particle number concentration (measured by the OPS instrument), wind speed,
and haze-echo occurrence are averaged over 6-h periods. This length ensures that the observed air mass is
consistent and the statistical sample is large enough
(Nuijens et al. 2009). To focus only on the dependence
between haze echoes and the mentioned atmospheric
parameters, we neglected periods inside the 6-h intervals, where no radar reflectivity signals or only
precipitation (radar reflectivity factor .250 dBZ and
negative vertical velocity) was present. The resulting 6-h
averages of the haze-echo occurrence with respect to
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FIG. 6. Haze-echo occurrence with respect to (a) temperature, (b) relative humidity, (c) number concentration for particles larger than
500-nm diameter, and (d) wind speed. Every point represents an average of 6-h periods over 1 year of measurements (between 1 Jul 2016
and 30 Jun 2017). The box-and-whisker plots are added in (d) to show the spread as well as the median (horizontal line) of the data. The
blue and red dots show averaged 6-h measurements for 13 and 14 Aug 2016, respectively.

temperature are shown in Fig. 6a. In 76% of the analyzed 6-h periods, the haze-echo occurrence is higher
than 4, which means that the haze echoes are clearly
visible in the radar reflectivity measurements for these
cases. Given the narrow temperature range on Barbados,
a correlation between the haze-echo occurrence and the
measured temperature cannot be found.
Figure 6b compares the haze-echo occurrence and the
relative humidity. Similar to the temperature, the relative humidity varies over the considered year and has a
yearly mean value of 74%, but shows again no clear
correlation. By comparing the haze-echo occurrence
with the OPS measurements for particles larger than
500-nm diameter, a correlation is apparent (Fig. 6c).
Besides sea salt, the transatlantic transport of Saharan
dust affects substantially the coarse mode abundance
and compositions (Prospero and Mayol-Bracero 2013;
Prospero et al. 2014; Weinzierl et al. 2017; Kandler et al.
2018). During the periods analyzed in this study, the dust
abundance was relatively low, so we believe that most of
the signal is from sea salt. However, considering that the
OPS is not discriminating between sea salt and other
aerosol species the correlation is expected to be moderate. Nevertheless, a clear trend emerges leading to the
assumption that particles with a diameter larger than
500 nm occur more frequently with the haze echoes.
A distinct correlation between the haze-echo occurrence and the wind speed is also visible in Fig. 6d. With
an increasing wind speed the haze-echo occurrence is
increasing as well. This can be seen in the individual
measurements (gray dots) as well as by looking at the
median (horizontal line in the boxplots). A correlation
between the haze-echo occurrence and the horizontal
wind speed supports the theory that hygroscopically
grown sea salt particles cause the haze echoes, because
the amount of sea salt particles in the atmosphere is

besides sea surface temperature and sea state strongly
connected to the horizontal wind speed.

4. Physically interpreting the haze-echo signal
Section 3 introduces the haze echoes and shows in
two case studies and one statistical approach that this
phenomenon is consistent with the hypothesis that the
signals originates from hygroscopically grown sea salt
particles. This section elaborates this theory in further
detail by retrieving a sea salt size distribution 100 m
below cloud base. Furthermore, we explore, and refute, additional hypotheses for the origin of the haze
echoes.

a. Hygroscopically grown sea salt particles
Sea salt particles are known to easily absorb water
under subsaturated conditions (Tang et al. 1997). For a
relative humidity higher than 75%, the deliquescence
point is reached and the particles adopt a spherical
shape (Prather et al. 2013; Morris et al. 2016; Haarig
et al. 2017). As observed by BCO ground measurements, the majority of the surface relative humidity
measurements are around 74% (Fig. 6b). As air rises
adiabatically from the surface to the cloud base, it cools
and its relative humidity rises almost linearly to saturation at cloud base (Nuijens et al. 2015). Therefore, the
humidity conditions between surface and cloud base on
Barbados are always high enough to ensure that sea salt
particles deliquesce. Given that the efflorescence relative humidity for sea salt of 43% is much lower than its
deliquescence point, we expect all sea salt particles to be
in a deliquesced state. In this state variations in the
relative humidity control the size, but not the number, of
the hygroscopically grown sea salt particles. For this
reason, with increasing altitude the detected sea salt
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particles absorb more water and increase in size, which
also leads to an increasing radar reflectivity factor with
increasing altitude (Fig. 2b).
The number of sea salt particles in the atmosphere is
mainly controlled by wind speed, sea surface temperature, and ocean state (Latham and Smith 1990;
O’Dowd and de Leeuw 2007; Jaeglé et al. 2011). Wind
leads to wave breaking and wave breaking causes
bubble bursting at the sea surface with a subsequent
injection of sea salt particles into the atmosphere: the
higher the wind speed is, the more sea salt particles
are injected into the atmosphere. This relationship
matches well with observations at the BCO and Ragged Point, where the haze-echo occurrence and the
number concentration of particles with a diameter
greater than 500 nm show a correlation with the measured wind speed (see Figs. 5c,d). An exponential relationship between the horizontal wind speed and the
haze-echo occurrence is given by the box-and-whisker
plots in Fig. 6d. This agrees well with observations from
Ovadnevaite et al. (2012), who found different exponential sea salt wind speed–concentration relationships
for decreasing and increasing wind speeds up to 25 m s21.
Moreover, because hygroscopically grown sea salt
particles are carried by convective updrafts, they can be
expected to become well mixed by turbulence through
the subcloud layer. Turbulence in the subcloud layer
also homogenizes its thermodynamic state (as measured
by adiabatically invariant quantities such as potential
temperature and specific humidity). This then leads to
the relative humidity increasing with height through the
subcloud layer, leading to the expectation that the deliquesced sea salt particles will increase with size as they
experience higher humidities (Mordy 1959; Jensen and
Nugent 2017), consistent with a weak, but increasingly
pronounced, radar reflectivity signal at the top of the
subcloud layer (see Fig. 2b). The haze echoes occur
preferentially at the top of the subcloud layer, but tend
to form more frequently under clouds, which is evident
in Fig. 2. This is consistent with the relatively moistest air
at any given level being associated with cloud roots
(LeMone and Pennell 1976), as this is what then leads to
cloud formation.
To further investigate the hypothesis that haze echoes are the signature of deliquesced sea salt particles,
the size of the observed particles is estimated. This is
done by using the Ka-band cloud radar and the Raman
lidar (532 nm) to retrieve the microphysical properties inside the haze echoes. The retrieval method is
based on the method of O’Connor et al. (2005), who
assumed a gamma distribution and used the ratio of the
radar backscatter power Z to the lidar extinction coefficient a:

FIG. 7. (a) Equivolumetric droplet diameter D0 and (b) the associated terminal velocity U‘ of the observed droplets, averaged
between 1400 UTC and midnight 14 Aug 2016. The horizontal line
marks the average cloud-base height.

Z 2 G(7 1 m)
1
D4 .
5
a p G(3 1 m) (3:67 1 m)4 0

(1)

This ratio is proportional to the fourth power of mean
size, which can be used to estimate the median equivolumetric droplet diameter D0 . The shape of the assumed droplet size distribution is represented by the
parameter m and G expresses the gamma function.
For our studies we choose m 5 0, which is similar to
O’Connor et al. (2005) and represents the well-known
inverse-exponential distribution. Figure 7a shows D0
with respect to the altitude averaged over 10 h (from
1400 UTC to midnight) on 14 August 2016, when the
haze echoes were present the entire day. Below the
cloud base, the equivolumetric droplet diameter increases with increasing altitude from 6 to 11 mm. The
droplets become bigger closer to the cloud base for
reasons discussed above.
To test the theory that the droplets inside the haze
echoes originate in the boundary layer and not inside the
shallow cumulus clouds, we calculate the terminal velocity U‘ of a cloud droplet by following Pruppacher and
Klett (2010). Figure 7b shows the estimated terminal
velocity for cloud droplets with diameters given in
Fig. 7a. The terminal velocity confirms that it is very
unlikely that the observed droplets below cloud base
originate from inside the clouds. With a terminal velocity of less than 5 3 1023 m s21, the fall speed of the
cloud droplets is smaller than the typical upward motion
in the subcloud layer. For this reason, cloud droplets
cannot produce the weak radar reflectivity signals (i.e.,
the haze echoes) in an altitude of around 400 m, because
their size and fall speed are too small to overcome the
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upward motion. Next to the results of the vertical velocity measurements in case study 1, these estimations
appear to refute the idea that the haze echoes are a
signal of precipitation or drizzle. Additionally, the
lack of a signal near cloud edges (see Fig. 2a) seems to
rule out the possibility that the particles are large
droplets that linger in the detritus of a cumulus mixing
event, as sometimes seen in simulations (Naumann
and Seifert 2016).

b. Retrieving a subcloud aerosol distribution
In the following, we estimate a corresponding size
distribution 100 m below the cloud base (96% relative
humidity) between 1400 UTC and midnight 14 August
2016 (same time period as in Fig. 7). To derive a size
distribution from the retrieved equivolumetric droplet
diameter D0 , we assume that the particles are gamma
distributed, as described by the normalized gamma distribution (Testud et al. 2001):

n(D) 5 Nw f (m)

D
D0

m



2(3:67 1 m)D
,
exp
D0

(2)

with
f (m) 5

6 (3:67 1 m)4
.
3:674 G(m 1 4)

(3)

Equation (2) describes a complete size distribution,
where n(D)dD defines the number concentration in the
differential size interval between D and D 1 dD It has
three free parameters, two of which can be constrained
by the measurements. Here, starting with the retrieved
value of D0, Ðand assuming a value of the shape param‘
eter m, Z 5 0 n (D)D6 dD is solved iteratively for the
normalized concentration parameter NW. This gives
NW 5 9.83 cm23 for Z 5 259.4 dBZ and D0 5 7.8 mm
(100 m below cloud base; see Fig. 7a). The result of the
retrieved sea salt size distribution (given the assumed
shape parameter m) can then be transformed into a
normalized concentration (dN/d logDp).
The distributions estimated from this procedure are
shown in Fig. 8 for two different values of the shape
parameter and compare well to simultaneous measurements from the dry-deposition and particle (OPS)
counter measurements. The dry-deposition sampler
identified only 20% of the soluble particles as internally mixed with mineral dust, supporting the inference that most of the measured signal has a sea salt
origin. For these soluble particles, growth factors and
associated effective densities at ambient sampling conditions (73% relative humidity) are calculated with the
k–Köhler formulation (Petters and Kreidenweis 2007).

FIG. 8. Retrieved sea salt size distribution for different values of
the shape parameter m compared with OPS measurements and
soluble particles, derived from dry-deposition measurements.

These values are subsequently used in a particle deposition model (Noll and Fang 1989)—including the
ambient wind speed (7.6 m s21) and the friction velocity
estimated by the method of Wood (1981) for a flow
over a smooth plate (0.47 m s21)—to derive the ambient
concentration of potential droplets. To model the
droplet properties below the cloud, hygroscopic growth
was calculated for a second time at 96% relative humidity, and finally droplet concentrations as a function
of their size were determined. Figure 8 presents the final
result, which shows a good agreement with the retrieved
sea salt size distributions.
The OPS measurements (calculated assuming hygroscopic growth to 96% relative humidity using the
k–Köhler theory with a hygroscopicity parameter k of 1
and a relative humidity of 40% in the OPS) show a
similarly favorable agreement with the retrievals.
The retrievals are rather insensitive to the assumption of m for D . 5 mm. Also in this size range
the retrieved distributions agree best with the drydeposition measurements or as taken from the OPS.
At smaller sizes the assumed value of the shape parameter plays a much larger role, suggesting that the
remote sensing measurements do not directly constrain the number of CCN. Taking 70 nm as the size
cutoff for sea salt particles acting as CCN, which
corresponds to a supersaturation of 0.3%, the sensitivity of the inferred CCN number concentration to
the assumed value of m can be quantified. For the case
m 5 21 the total number concentration is 1189 cm23
for D . 70 nm, as compared to 20 cm23 for the case
m 5 0: The number concentration for the OPS measurement is 36.5 cm23, but only includes contributions
from particles with D . 500 nm. This exercise demonstrates that the remote sensing measurements
might meaningfully constrain the number of giant
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CCN (here defined as D . 5 mm), but to constrain the
minimum number of CCN from bubble bursting, an
additional constraint on the size distribution is required.
Nonetheless, our measurements indicate that this number is not inconsiderable, and that bubble bursting in
the moderate and steady winds of the trades might be
quite efficient at providing a robust source of cloud
condensation nuclei in the maritime trades. This finding is consistent with a prior study from Lewis and
Schwartz (2004).

c. Other possibilities for causing haze echoes
Although the prior results indicate that the haze
echoes are most likely caused by hygroscopically grown
sea salt particles and not by precipitation and drizzle
processes, in this section we want to introduce and refute other hypotheses that could cause the haze echoes
as well.
One hypothesis is that the weak radar reflectivity
signals below the cloud base (haze echoes) are spurious,
and simply arise from measurement noise. This can be
excluded because the haze echoes are observed by two
instruments, the Ka-band radar and the Raman lidar
(Fig. 4), using different measurement principles.
The possibility that the signal is real but arises from
insects or large dust particles is ruled out by the analysis
of the radar signal, which uses the linear depolarization
signal to filter weak signals (as these usually arise from
spurious objects such as secondary echoes or signals
from radar side lobes) and hence would not measure echoes from nonspherical particles. By using the
Raman-lidar particle linear depolarization ratio, case
study 2 also demonstrates that the particles inside the
haze-echo region have a spherical shape. Furthermore,
we identified a particle increase in size with height,
caused by the change in relative humidity. We would not
expect insects or dust particles to be as sensitive to relative humidity, and therefore the signal would be more
uniformly distributed through the boundary layer in
that case.
The possibility that the haze-echo signal could be
from Bragg scattering processes associated with the
sharp humidity gradients near cloud base was also considered. However, at the centimeter (8.6 mm) wavelength of the cloud radar, the Bragg scattering signal is
much too weak to be observed (Gossard et al. 1984).
Moreover, the structure of the signal, with large echoes
well below the region of the maximum gradients and
often directly under clouds where moisture gradients are
expected to be weakest, is also inconsistent with the
signal having arisen from Bragg scattering. This therefore suggests that the haze-echo signal is real and associated with spherical particles.
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Another concern is that because the BCO is located
very close to the surf zone of the island, its measurements might be unrepresentative of the conditions over
the open ocean. To investigate this concern we estimate
at what distance upwind of the BCO the sea salt particles
would have been injected into the atmosphere to be
measured near the top of the subcloud layer above the
measurement site. Assuming that the upward motion of
the sea salt particles is 0.2 m s21 and the mean horizontal
wind speed is 5.5 m s21 (calculated from data used in
Fig. 6d), the detected sea salt particles (neglecting their
increasing mass), which occur at an altitude of 400 m
above the BCO, would have left the water 11 km eastward (main wind direction). Even a lucky particle
caught in an updraft that is 4 times more vigorous would
still have originated well upwind of the surf zone at
the shore break. This suggests that the observed particles have their origin well away from the surf zone
and are representative of processes occurring over the
open ocean.
All in all, by a process of elimination we are led to
the conclusion that the observed haze echoes are real
and caused by hygroscopically grown sea salt particles, which are injected from the sea surface into the
atmosphere.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we show for the first time that highsensitivity radars can be used to detect hygroscopically
grown sea salt particles in the trade wind region of the
Atlantic Ocean. Two case studies and a statistical approach were used to quantify with remote sensing instruments the presence of large (.500 nm) sea salt
particles in the boundary layer below shallow cumulus
clouds. These hygroscopically grown sea salt particles
appeared as a weak radar reflectivity signal (265
to 250 dBZ) in the boundary layer with a major occurrence in the updraft region of shallow cumulus clouds.
An increasing radar reflectivity signal toward the cloud
base is caused by increasing relative humidity, which
leads to a growing process of the sea salt particles.
Caused by subsidence of dry air masses with a related
change in the humidity profile, the weak radar reflectivity signal is less present in the downdraft regions in
between the clouds.
By combining the Ka-band radar and Raman-lidar
measurements, it is possible to retrieve size distributions
of the hygroscopically grown sea salt particles in the
subcloud layer. Our results show a good agreement with
measurements from a dry-deposition sampler and an
OPS instrument. For giant CCN-sized particles (D .
5 mm) the retrievals are rather insensitive to the assumed
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shape parameter. The assumption of the shape parameter does, however, strongly influences inferences as to
what the measurements of the giant CCN portend for
the concentration of CCN overall. Conservative estimates of the assumed shape parameter do, however,
indicate that at wind speed characteristic of the maritime trades, CCN concentrations from sea salt production are likely greater than 20 cm23 and much larger
concentrations are difficult to rule out. While the size of
the hygroscopically grown sea salt particles depends
mainly on the environmental relative humidity conditions, the number concentration strongly depends on the
horizontal wind speed at the sea surface. Higher wind
speeds (larger than 4 m s21) lead to more wave breaking
at the sea surface, followed by a bubble-bursting process
that injects more sea salt particles into the atmosphere.
A general conclusion is that hygroscopically grown
sea salt particles are found to be frequent (in 76% of the
measurements) and important in the trade wind region
as sampled at the Barbados Cloud Observatory and
can be readily detected with a high-sensitivity radar.
In future studies, analyzing the hygroscopically grown
sea salt particles in more detail will give a better understanding about
1) the vertical and temporal distribution of atmospheric
sea salt particles in the trade wind region of the
tropical Atlantic Ocean and
2) the sea salt aerosol–cloud interactions and how they
influence precipitation processes.
Furthermore, we expect that other observatories close
to the ocean and with similar instrumentation will detect
these particles as well. These stations could be used to
get an overview about the atmospheric distribution and
cloud interaction processes of hygroscopically grown sea
salt particles in different regions of Earth.
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